
Ugly construct inside library headers.

#if (!defined(_MSC_VER)) || (defined(_MSC_VER) && (defined(ITPP_SHARED_MODE_IMPORT)))

Let me explain how this thing work.

For GCC builds it plugs extern before the explicit instantiations to suppress explicit instantiation in 
user's code and library modules,
so #if (!defined(_MSC_VER)) is definitely required, otherwise ODR (one definition rule) is 
broken and we'll get multiple errors while linking.

For MSVC builds ITPP_EXTERN_TEMPLATE is empty but ITPP_EXPORT comes into play. 
Following define (defined(_MSC_VER) && (defined(ITPP_SHARED_MODE_IMPORT)) is 
true when we compile the user's code, ITPP_EXPORT expands to declspec(dllimport) effectively
doing the same thing as GCC's extern does – it suppresses the instantiation in user's code and 
Microsoft compiler generates references to shared library instead of instantiating the templates.

All the template specializations marked with declspec(dllexport) should be instantiated only once 
inside the dynamic library. Otherwise we break the ODR and get multiple errors while linking, so 
this define disables instantiation while we building the library (we still need to export/instantiate 
specializations inside one of the modules and this is done inside one of the  cpp files – explicit 
specializations are marked with ITPP_EXPORT which expands to declspec(dllexport) for dll 
builds and to nothing for static builds). 

As a summary, this define provides following behavior:
1. GCC builds – suppress the instantiation of specialized templates in all modules expect the 
module with definitions (specific cpp file inside library)
2. MSVC builds
a) user's code & shared library – instantiation is suppressed because of dllimport, references to 
used functions are directed into the shared library.
b) user's code & static library – no instantiation is requested (define evaluates to false). Compiler 
generates extern references for functions without definitions. They are resolved while linking 
application with static library.
c) static library (cpp modules, other then module with explicit instantiations) - no instantiation is 
requested (define evaluates to false). Extrens are generated by compiler while compiling the 
library. Templates are explicitly instantiated in one of the cpp files, so all references get resolved.
d) shared library (cpp modules, other then module with explicit instantiations) - the same as c) - 
compiler generates extern references that are resolved while linking the shared lib, not user's code! 
Specializations marked with declspec(dllexport) in one of cpp files are exported from dll, so users 
can call these functions.
e) shared/static library, cpp module with explicit instantiations  - the same as c), d) – define 
evaluates to false. References are generated while instantiating the templates.

Notes on refactoring.

I did a minor refactoring to make things exportable. If you want some class to be exportable from 
shared library it shall be marked with declspec(dllexport). If this class inherits from other classes, 
they shall also be marked with this dedclspec. The same is applicable to the data members this class 
aggregates (compiler emits warning otherwise). This does not seem to be very restrictive, but it 



does, especially regarding the classes from standard library. None of them are marked with 
declspec(dllexport) in standard headers. Basically, this means that you can not inherit from, say 
iosteram or aggregate std::complex or std::string in the class to be exported. My changes were 
aimed to get rid of such aggregated members where it is possible without significant rearchitecture. 
Also (it is most important) I did not want to change any of class interfaces on this stage of work.

Specific items.

Itfile.h – I agree with you. It is an important component and definitely we should find a way to 
export it. But this can be achieved only with interface changes – please consider that it inherits from
it_file_base class. This class aggregates a 3 std::string data members. Also, it_file aggregates 
bfstream data member, which, in turn,  inherits from std::fstream – this is the main problem here. 
In order to make it exportable we'll have to replace this inheritance with something else and, as a 
result, change interface of bfstream class. This is exactly the thing I wanted to avoid on the first 
stage. After (and if) the first stage changes will be tested go into trunk we can proceed and carefully 
look into the required changes, modify it_file and bfstream, and warn library users about interface 
changes. It is my opinion only but I do not like implicit interface changes – library user do not 
expect that MSVC shared lib functionality will break the functionality of his/her program running 
on linux.

Svec.h – The refactoring made here is directly related to “exportability” of Sparse_Vec class 
template instantiated for std::complex<double>. If you inspect the original definition of 
Sparse_Vec you'll see the T eps data member. The export of Sparse_Vec<std::complex<double> 
> is impossible because of this data member (remember, the standard library types are impossible to
export). I've reworked this a bit and implemented an automatic type selection for eps depending on 
the type we use to instantiate the Sparse_Vec template.

Exit.h – This is a separate patch and not related to exportability. I used a patched version for some 
time and did not noticed the unrelated changes while doing the patch. Sorry about it. The proposed 
patch is not faster then the original implementation, but it is much safer in multithreaded 
environment – it does not use static sigma value. I did not implemented the functor inline because I 
did not want to expose it_compat.h header to library user (functor uses log2 function defined there).

LDPC-SISO changes. 
Once again, refactoring was driven by exportability. I would prefer not to touch the original code 
otherwise. Original code stored parameters related to operation mode inside std::sting. I replaced 
strings with strongly typed enums in order to make things exportable. These changes does not affect
the main functionality of refactored classes, but I agree with you, it would be better to ask authors.

it_exports.h.cmake – As I told you before, I need some way to differentiate export and import cases 
inside headers while building the shared library or user's code. 

Filter.h – Export-related refactoring while exporting AR_Filter<std::complex<double> > I was 
unable to export the class with std::complex data member. Fortunately, the first element of internal 
array with coefficients was not used in real computations, so I stored the required a0 inverse there.

Vec.h – tokenize function. I tend to agree with you that this function is too large for inlining, but it 
is necessarily to do it this way. Let me explain why. Templates are not exported from library, only 
full specializations are exported. In order to make class exportable I need to explicitely specialize 
all it's data members. In order to generate explicit specialization compiler needs all member 
function definitions available at the point where the specialization is generated (many itpp classes 



use Vec specializations as data members). Compilation will fail if I hide the tokenize member. This 
is the price for possibility of shared build – explicit specialization is not required for the static lib 
since all members are implicitly specialized and only required member functions are used.

As a summary

As you can see, all this defines and refactoring does not make the resulting code clean and 
understandable, but introduce more obscurity. This is the reason I am not really happy with the 
proposed changes.
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